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Tired of being bored, be proud. Welcome to JapeTown, the new virtual city. 

City of dreams where no one has time to be bored, where everyone has their 

own home, job and things to do.  

 

City where you are one of the chosen 100 citizens that are the part of the 

new era of making NFTS as a real life persons. Choose your avatar today on 

joesapes.com and invest in your future. Multiply your investment by the 

opening the doors of the city, the doors of Japetown. 

 

joesapes.com


 

NFTs are at present taking the advanced digital arts and collectibles world by 

storm. Digital artists are seeing their lives change thanks to gigantic 

arrangements to a new crypto-swarm. In addition, huge names are partaking 

as they spot one more opportunity to connect with fans. Anyway, digital art 

is one of the moving strategies for using NFTs and they can be used to 

address responsibility for one of a kind resource, like a deed for an item in 

the digital space. 

What's an NFT? 

NFTs are tokens that we can use to represent ownership of items. They let us 

tokenise things like digital arts, collectibles, even land. They can have each 

official proprietor in turn and they're gotten by the Ethereum blockchain. NFT 

art is a digital asset that is collectable, unique, and non-transferrable, Cortes 

explained. Every NFT is unique in its creative design and cannot be 

duplicated, making them limited and rare. NFTs get their value because the 

transaction proves ownership of the art. 



 
 

"You can sell anything digital using NFT. Virtual Mavs gear, sneakers, art, 

pictures, videos, experiences, anything our imagination can come up with."  

—Mark Cuban on NFTs 

 

 

NFTs are carefully remarkable as no two NFTs are the same. Content creators 

can sell their work anywhere and can get to a worldwide market. They can 

also hold proprietorship freedoms over their own work, and guarantee resale 

straightforwardly. Things can be utilized in astounding ways. For instance, 

you can involve digital arts as security in a decentralized loan.  

An NFT can have only one owner at a time. Possession is overseen through 

the unique ID and metadata that no other token can reproduce. NFTs are 

minted through smart contracts that allot possession and deal with the 

adaptability of the Nft's. At the point when somebody makes or mints an 

NFT, they execute code put away in shrewd agreements that adjust to various 

norms, for example, ERC-721. This data is added to the blockchain where the 



 
NFT is being made due. The minting steps, from an undeniable level, has the 

accompanying advances that it goes through: 

 Making another block 

 Approving data 

 Recording data into the blockchain 

NFTs and Ethereum tackle a portion of the issues that exist in the web today. 

As everything turns out to be more computerized, there's a need to repeat 

the properties of actual things like shortage, uniqueness, and confirmation 

of possession. Also that computerized things frequently just work with 

regards to their item. For instance you can't exchange an iTunes mp3 you've 

bought, or you can't trade one worker buy-in's focuses for another stage's 

credit regardless of whether there's a business opportunity for it. 

 

  



 
Technology: Why blockchain? 

Blockchain technology empowers self-sovereign organizations, upholds 

straightforwardness and makes more raised degrees of efficiency through 

automation; it can without a very remarkable stretch be green, practical and 

open to everyone — if we really want it to. 

  



 

What is Joesapes Nft? 

Joesapes (Japes) is a collection of 99 Ethereum-based non-fungible tokens 

(NFTs) that launched in 2022. These Ape NFT caricatures feature various facial 

expressions, clothes, and unique elements. 

Our Mission 

To give digital ownership and utility of unique and rare NFTs with a lasting 

connection. 

How many Joesapes NFTs will there be? 

 A total of 99 ethereum-based NFTs will be released  

 Only one edition of each unique piece 

 Each collection has the same theme and concept 

What can I do with my Joesapes NFT? 

Owning a Joesapes NFT comes with full copyright claims and user 

sovereignty over the public key it is tied to. What this means is that any 



  
Joesapes holder has the absolute right to use it as they see fit; from 

profile pictures to the choice of auctioning it out for sale. A holder can 

also stake them and earn passively on them. 

How to get started 

 Set up your wallet  

Once you’ve set up your wallet of choice, connect it to Joesapes by 

clicking the wallet icon in the top right corner 

 Buy your art  

Browse through any arts of your choice and Bid for your collectibles 

which will be sent to your wallet address if you have the highest bid at 

the end 

 Sell Your NFT's  

Choose between auctions, fixed-price listings, and declining-price 

listings. You choose where you want to sell your NFTs to. 



 

• Unique: Every piece of Joesapes NFTs contain within a code information 

that describes their properties which makes them different from others.  

• Traceable: Each Joesapes NFT has a record of transactions on-chain, from 

when it was created as this is very important for owners and prospective 

buyers.  

• Rare: To ensure that each Nfts remain desirable in the long run, every piece 

of Joesapes NFTs is rare.  

• Indivisible: Joesapes NFT cannot be transacted as some fractions from the 

whole.  

• Programmability: Like all traditional digital assets and tokens built on 

ethereum smart contract blockchains, Joesapes NFTs are fully 

programmable. 

 

  



 
 

 

Phase 1: Begin smart contract, marketplace development, Community 

Management initiatives, and Execute partnership agreements 

Phase 2: Pre-Marketing Campaign, Art Reveal, Joesapes NFT Presale 

Phase 3: Increase Marketing efforts, Launch Collectors Club 

 

 

 

 


